A New Solution
to an
Age-Old Problem

SIMPOD WATER AND WASTEWATER TECHNOLOGY

A Decentralized Approach
to Wastewater Treatment
Founded in 1959, Simpson Environmental Corporation is a leading manufacturer and
systems integrator of commercial air and water treatment products and emerging player
in the global waste to energy market. Water & Wastewater solutions are a component of
our waste-to-energy solutions or they are implemented on their own. We provide
wastewater treatment equipment for communities, industrial facilities, mining camps,
resorts and others.
We distribute products through direct sales and a network of dealers and distributors for
specific product sectors, and we export our products internationally.
B2Gold are a Vancouver-based gold producer with four mines (two in Nicaragua, one in
the Philippines and one in Namibia) and one mine under construction in Mali. The Mali,
Fekola project is located within the Kayes Region in southwestern Mali, on the border of
Mali and Senegal. It is approximately 210 km south of Kayes and approximately 40 km
south of the city of Kéniéba. B2Gold required a solution to their water wastewater
requirements. They chose Simpon’s pre-engineered SIMPOD Plants. For this mine we
provided two potable water treatment systems, four trickling filter SIMPODS, two
dewatering screw press and one screening filter systems, along with one administration
SIMPOD to control everything.

* picture shown here is actual installation in Mali, Africa

PACKAGED WATER & WASTEWATER
SYSTEMS

A Unique New Solution to an Age-Old Problem
The SIMPOD Pre-engineered Packaged Treatment Plant is a unique new solution to an age-old problem. The system treats drinking water and
wastewater produced by sewage works or industrial manufacturing processes, taking water treatment to a new level of simplicity, cost
effectiveness, and performance. The SIMPOD uses physical chemical processes to remove and separate organic solids. Combined with
trickling filters this process produces high-quality, reusable water that is produced to the exact discharge specifications set by each
customer. This pre-engineered system is designed into a containerized package and delivered worldwide for quick and easy installation.

Patented Technology
Our patented and proprietary process SIMPOD technology minimizes costly disposition of liquid sludge, minimizes operator skill
requirements, operates in climate extremes and easily adapts to variable loads.

The SIMPOD APPLICATIONS
The Solution Where Infrastructure Does Not Exist

Ideal for food processing companies, mining/construction, industrial & commercial complexes,
remote resorts, hospitals, & colleges. The SIMPOD offers production line efficiencies & quality
control, reducing the major overhead costs of customized engineering services.

THE SIMPOD BIOFILTER
One of the building blocks of our SIMPOD system is the commercial Biofilter model STP-BIO20 & STP-BIO40. The Biofilter is available in a multitude
of different sizes and configurations to suit small applications down to a single residence or up to small towns, resorts and other distributed
wastewater treatment applications. The Biofilter can be deployed alone or with appropriate pre-treatment where the volume and nature of the
wastewater warrants. Large commercial or communal systems are generally not standardized although the individual components are standard.

How the SIMPOD Biofilter Works
The Biofilter is an on-site (decentralized) wastewater treatment system for residential, commercial, and small municipal applications. Difficult sites
with small lots, bedrock, high water table, clay or poor soils and environmentally sensitive areas are especially suitable for the SIMPOD Biofilter
technology due to its consistently high cold-weather treatment levels, high nitrogen removal and small footprint. SIMPOD Biofilters have been
extensively tested in the field and proven effective with sewage wastewaters from:

Homes, cottages trailer parks & campgrounds

Nursing homes & greenhouses

Small municipalities

Greywater sources

Restaurants, truck stops

Landfill leachate*

Large & small golf courses

Food-processing facilities*

Schools, marinas & churches

Agricultural facilities*
*with restrictions

Contaminant removal rates in the SIMPOD Biofilter
consistently exceed 95% BOD, 95% TSS, 30-65% TN,
99% fecal coliforms and 99% of viruses even in cold
Canadian climates.
TThe key to the Biofilter system is its patented, high efficiency and absorbent filter medium. Wastewater is distributed evenly over the surface of
the filter medium where it is absorbed and held ‘up in the air’. As the wastewater slowly percolates down, naturally occurring microbes degrade
the solids and organic matter, attenuate coliform bacteria and nitrify ammonium, producing a clear and odourless effluent.
The SIMPOD Biofilter filter medium has been engineered to have the reverse physical properties of sand. In a sand filter, bacteria live on the outer
surfaces of the sand grains where they grow out into the small pores between particles and restrict air (oxygen) and water flow. In a SIMPOD
Biofilter, bacteria live on the internal surfaces of the filter medium where they are protected, grow out into large open pores without sloughing off,
and do not restrict air and water flow through the filter.
Plugging of the filter medium does not occur even at very high hydraulic loading rates. The filter medium retains water via capillary action so that
bacteria can degrade the organic contaminants and nitrify ammonium (required to remove nitrogen). Since it is not submerged, the filter medium
allows oxygen to passively circulate throughout it without the need for high energy air compressors and diffusers. The result is a very passive
system that provides an aerobic treatment environment at the outer surfaces of the filter medium and a more anoxic treatment environment deeper
within the filter medium’s interiors.
SIMPOD Biofilter systems consistently produce tertiary quality effluent that is easily dispersed back into the environment through shallow trenches
or the proven SIMPOD Area Bed. All this is accomplished using very little energy, minimal maintenance requirements and a permanent filter
medium.

SIMPOD Biofilter Advantages
PERMANENT FILTER MEDIUM warranted for 20 years in residential applications!

VERY LOW ENERGY third-party testing confirms SIMPOD Biofilters use up to 85% less energy than competing activated or
suspended sludge technologies.
LOW MAINTENANCE few moving parts and simple, infrequent maintenance requirements do not require a skilled operator.
FEW MOVING PARTS no immersion heaters, no compressors, no rotating disks; only simple and high quality components
used.
SMALL FOOTPRINT smallest system footprint fully approved in Ontario, Manitoba & Massachusetts.
LOW INSTALLATION COSTS STP-BIO20 & STP-BIO40 are container systems that are self-contained, pre-plumbed, require no
extra buildings and are a faster installation with less potential for errors. The standard 20,000 & 40,000 L/d units are great for
handling larger flows such as subdivisions & resorts.
NO AIR COMPRESSORS no loud, high maintenance, high energy air compressors or diffusers.
NO AEROBIC SLUDGE SIMPOD Biofilters do not produce any aerobic sludge to manage.
EASY TRANSPORTATION units ship as standard ISO containers; other treatment units are very lightweight and easy to
maneuver onto difficult sites.
HIGHLY MODULAR treatment units can be added as required to treat larger flow rates.

The SIMPOD Biofilters have the lowest long-term
operating costs of any treatment technology with no
regularly replaced filter media and very low power
consumption.

Typical Below-Ground Configuration

Typical Above-Ground STP-BIO20 & 40 Configuration

The SIMPOD Biofilter Treatment System Consists of the Following Components
1. Septic tank with effluent filter
2. Pump tank (electric or siphon) with demand or timed dosing to the SIMPD Biofilter
3. SIMPOD Biofilter treatment unit (various configurations available)
4. Single-pass to disposal or 50% recirculation of Biofilter effluent back to the septic tank
5. Disposal by gravity or pump to one of the following:
SIMPOD Area Bed or Shallow Buried Trench in-ground disposal system
Conventional trench or sand filters
Surface water or dry-ditch discharge
Re-use in irrigation ponds, toilets/urinals, etc. under regulatory approval

SIMPOD Feature & Benefits
PRE-ENGINEERED PLANTS Production line efficiencies and quality control are incorporated into the fabrication of wastewater plants
and therefore major overhead costs associated with customized engineering services on conventional plants are reduced.

SHORTENED DELIVERY Times are significantly shortened compared to conventional design processes allowing for expedited
delivery of customized solutions.
MODULAR AND SCALABLE Wastewater plant solutions can be sized appropriately for each and every customer application and
easily expanded when needed.
EASY MAINTENANCE The processes that the plant relies on are much easier to maintain and less sensitive to upsets than
biological-based treatments used in MBR’s, RBC’s, etc.
FASTER RECOVERY FROM UPSETS, EASY START UP Footprints are smaller and recovery from upset is measured in hours instead
of weeks, providing a more reliable service. A ‘plug and play’ system.
STANDARDIZED COMPONENTS The SIMPOD plant can readily be adapted for a variant of industrial effluents or different quality
discharge limits for BOD5 and TSS.
VARIETY OF SOURCES FOR ELECTRICAL POWER The low energy plants can be supported by a variety of electrical power inputs
including the grid, diesel generation or solar power in remote areas.
DRINKING WATER TREATMENT The SIMPOD plant format is fully applicable to drinking water treatment solutions.
ADVANCED AUTOMATION SYSTEMS The SIMPOD’s are equipped (optionally) with advanced Delta V automation that controls,
monitors and logs all functions. Remote access and supervision is available.
POTABLE WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM SIMPOD

TRICKLING FILTER SIMPOD

SCREENING FILTERS SIMPOD

DEWATERING SCREW PRESS SIMPOD

ADMINISTRATION SIMPOD

THE SIMPOD TECHNOLOGY
DIFFERENCE
Functions with Temperature Extremes

Operator Skill Requirements Minimized

20' or 40' Ocean Freight Containers Standard

Easily Adapts to Load Variations

No Undesirable By-Products Such as Liquid Sludge

Reduced Size Footprint

Pre-wired to Meet Local Electrical Specifications

Colour Coordination to Match Existing Client Facilities

CE, CSA or UL Approved Components

Reduced Installation Costs with “Plug & Play” ability

* actual SIMPOD shipment leaving our factory.

Contact us

We’d like to hear from you.
To find out more about our experience and what we
have to offer explore our website or contact us via any
of the channels listed below.
WATER TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL INC.
Stock Symbol ( WTII.PS )
GR8 WATER,INC.
10219 S.E. Lennard Rd
Port St, Lucie, Fl. 34952-6884
www.gr8water.net
studor@gr8water.net
Skype. scott.tudor2
Phone: 772-335-5550

